Health Applications

WARNING

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS. Never Consume/Eat Ganses. This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only. Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility. No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet. Further Study and Consultation is required. General Public and Open Documentation is required.

For EXTERNAL USE ONLY – DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS

Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
AVOID TOUCHING THE SKIN WITH NANO MATERIALS AND GANS

**WARNING**

AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS
NEVER CONSUME or EAT GANS
This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only.
Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility.
No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet.
Further Study and Consultation is required.
General Public and Open Documentation is required.
For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
NEVER CONSUME OR EAT ANY GANSES...
ALWAYS USE PROTECTIVE SAFETY GLOVES
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AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS NEVER CONSUME or EAT GANSES
This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only.
Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility.
No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet.
Further Study and Consultation is required.
General Public and Open Documentation is required.
For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS
Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
Pain Relief Pen


How to Use
1. Always treat others to achieve 100% effectiveness. Self treatment works at 50% effectiveness only.
2. Ask the patient about the history of the pain and his/her intentions to be relieved from pain.
3. Directly point the pen towards the pain area or use the Reflexology Foot and Hand Chart to see the Nerve Ends of a certain part of the body.
4. Send your Good Intentions to the Person through your mind at the same time pointing the pen until the person can feel relief or lightness. (Tiny electricity, Tingling sensation, Heat can be felt). Apply at least 30 seconds - 3 minutes.

Apply to Common Pains
- Tooth Ache;
- Head Ache;
- Muscle/Joint pains;
- Back pains;
- Knee Pains, Ankle Pains;
- Injury Pains, Sprains;
- Shoulder Pain;
- Neck Pain;
- Other Physical Body Pains

Disclaimer
No Approved Therapeutic claims. No Clinical Study.
For EXTERNAL USE ONLY, DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS.

Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying.
AVOID physically Touching the Skin with the Nano Coated Wire.
NANO AND GANS
HEALTH GADGETS
Gadget 1: Pain Relief Pen

**How to Use**

1. Always treat others to achieve 100% effectiveness. Self-treatment works at 50% effectiveness only.

2. Ask the patient about the history of the pain and his/her intentions to be relieved from pain.

3. Directly point the pen towards the pain area or use the Reflexology Foot and Hand Chart to see the Nerve Ends of a certain part of the body.

4. Send your Good Intentions to the Person through your mind at the same time pointing the pen until the person can feel relief or lightness. (Tiny electricity, Tingling sensation, Heat can be felt) Apply at least 30 seconds - 3 minutes.

**Apply to Common Pains**

- Tooth Ache
- Head Ache
- Muscle/Joint pains
- Back pains
- Knee Pains
- Ankle Pains
- Injury Pains
- Sprains
- Shoulder Pain
- Neck Pain
- Other Physical Body Pains

**Disclaimer**

- No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study
- For External Use Only, Do Not Apply to Open Wounds
- Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying. Avoid physically touching the Skin with the Nano Coated Wire
Gadget 2: NHW Helmet

• **Description:**
  – 18 CCW coiled NHW positioned in three layers (Outer layer -> 9,6,3<-Inner Layer)

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – Brain and Nerves processing, Autism, MS, Paralysis

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Any Helmet (Styrofoam Material)
  – NHW Coils and Tubes
  – Adhesive Tapes
NHW Helmet

NHW Single CCW Coil
- Outer Layer 9 units

NHW Single CCW Coil
- Middle Layer 6 units

NHW Single CCW Coil
- Inner Layer 3 units

Styrofoam Helmet for Kids

WARNING
This is for Experimental and Testing Purpose only. Try at your own risk. Your health is your responsibility. No Approved Therapeutic Claims. No Clinical Study has been established yet. Further Study and Consultation is required. General Public and Open Documentation is required. For EXTERNAL USE ONLY - DO NOT APPLY TO OPEN WOUNDS Use Cloth to cover sensitive skin areas before applying. AVOID physically touching the Skin with the NANO materials and GANS
Wearing the NHW Helmet

• I use this helmet for my father for now.
Gadget 3: NHW Belt by Andy Ross

• **Description:**
  – 55 Pointed NHW positioned and spaced accordingly on a Belt Strap setting.

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – Paralysis, Waist to Hips Processing

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Foam / Soft Sponge
  – Velcro Strap
  – Flat Coiled NHW (for safety reasons) / Pointed NHW Wires
  – Adhesive Tapes
Step 1:
Cut and bend wires
(All in the same direction)

Step 2:
Nano Coat wires
(make custom caustic if you choose)

Step 3:
gently push wires into foam
(this one has a sticky tape on it)
Step 3: make sure you are correct in spacing

Step 4: gently push the wire into the foam

Step 5: remove tape and attach velcro - this both covers the wire and makes for ease of use
Gadget 3: NHW Belt by Andy Ross

---

**Step 6:**
Pat yourself on the back for doing such a great job, find someone you would like to help, help them, teach them, empower them to teach others. Peace.
Gadget 4: NWH/Gans Patch by Stefano “Steez” Baldas

• **Description:**
  – Simple Band Aid Modification – using Co2 and Ch3 Dry Gans as the Field Reacting Agent.

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – Burns, Open Wounds,
  – Energize Emotional Part

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Dry Gans of Co2 and CH3, NHW Flat Coils
  – Adhesive Tapes
  – Band Aids
The principle for this patch is when you place fields of Carbon (C), Hydrogen (H) and Oxygen (O) in plasmatic form they link with our main reactor which is our brain. So it goes all through the body as it needs by demand because the brain distributes it directly through the link in nose which is connected with emotional part of the body.
Gadget 4: How to Make?

1. Cut a strip of tape large the same as the nose.
2. Cut another strip a little bit longer
3. Apply on the 1st tape strip few dried Gans over its length on the sticky side.
Gadget 4: How to Make?

Other Simple Options:
Gadget 4: How to Make?

You can use coils as well.
4. Close putting the longer piece over the shorter piece of tape putting the two sticky side in touch.
5. Apply over the nose or the area needs to be processed.
Gadget 4: How to Make?

Other Simple Options:

Apply on the nose.

Sticky side.

Sticky side.
Same method can be use to heal wounds, putting in between the two strips a spiral nano coated copper alone or dry gans with spiral nano coated copper. Maybe it can be more effective, directly over the wound. Obviously the tape has to be in proportion of the wound.
Gadget 5: NWH/Gans Health Cups

• **Description:**
  – Health Cups are basic, for energizing the air inhaled and the water to drink

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – Energizes Emotional and Physical Part

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Energized Co2 Gans Paste, NHW Flat Coils
  – Adhesive Tapes
  – Plastic Tubes
Gadget 5: NWH/Gans Health Cups

**CO2 Gans Cup with Straw**
**CO2 Gans Pack**

Carbon Dioxide (CO2) Gans Pack
Gadget 5: NWH/Gans Health Cups

- Fruits, Vegetables, Vitamins (On top of Lid) Depends on your needs
- Cup Lid
- Inside of Cup Not Nano Coated
- Nano Coated Cup on Gans Layer
- Different Variations of Amino Acids (COHN) To satisfy the Spectrum of Energy Needed by the Body
- Co2 Gans (Base)

CCW & CW N.C Copper Coils on all Sides (bottom, sides)

Energized Water for Drinking

Disclaimer: KF is not liable for any harm that you may encounter upon testing. Test at your own risk and responsibility

Plastic Cups with round bottom are preferable. One cup per person.

Warning: Do not mix your blood, skin, amino acid to the ganses and water. Do not Use Copper Gans and other Strong Ganses
Gadget 6: NWH+Gans Health Tubes

• **Description:**
  – Bracelet / Anklet types of different Gans + NHW Coils

• **Applications Testing for:**
  – Energizes Emotional and Physical Part

• **Materials Needed:**
  – Energized Co2 /CH3/ other Gans Paste or liquid, NHW Coils
  – Adhesive Tapes
  – Plastic Tubes
Gadget 6: NWH+Gans Health Tubes

CO2 Gans Bracelet with Coils
CH3/FeO Gans Bracelet with Coils

NHW CCW Coil

Gans Mix

Plastic Tube 5mm Dia.

Syringe Plastic Cylinder with Teflon to seal the Gans Mix
Thank You.. Peace to All

kfphilippines@gmail.com